Learning the proper vocal enunciation of high-utility words in music lyrics and performing them consistently from song to song.
The ability to identify highutility words that appear most often in print (sight words such as "the," "of," "dog," etc.)
The ability to identify and play high-utility notes, rests, lines, spaces, rhythm symbols, dynamic markings, fingerings, etc.
Knowing that music symbols represent musical language. Understanding that scales are a series of patterns that are the basis for melody. In Western culture, learning a notation system that has rules about the sequences of pitches and organization of rhythms that occur in predictable ways. Knowing that pitched and nonpitched instruments are scored differently.
Orthographic Awareness
Knowing that letters and diacritics represent the spoken language. Understanding that the writing system of a language involves a specific connection between the sequence of letters, characters, or symbols,d including spelling patterns that are used to recognize familiar chunks in words.e Spelling includes variable and sometimes complex but mostly predictable rules.f Combining the elements of alphabetic knowledge (as described in the text skills column) and music-symbolreading knowledge. Knowing rules for the use and placement of music and text symbols in written music.
Cueing Systems
Gathering meaning from words, phrases, or sentences surrounding a word (context). Determining that material sounds "right" based on multiple clues (syntax). Noting that material looks "right" (graphophonic). Noting that material makes sense (semantics).g Gathering meaning from musical phrases and melodic phrases, including placement of accidentals, rhythmic devices, etc. Noting that music sounds and looks "right" based on the rules of a given culture. Noting that music makes sense given the style, period, and composer.
Given a particular style, period, culture and composer, noting that music and music text sound and look "right" and make sense.
Fluency
Clear, easy written or spoken expression of ideas; freedom from word identification problems that might hinder comprehension in silent reading or the expression of ideas in oral reading; automaticity.h Effortless music performance; freedom from technical problems that might hinder the musical correct ness of a performance; automaticity. The ability to execute the musical aspects of a performance smoothly, easily, and readily.
Effortless, independent execution of text and music symbols. The ability to perform in a technically flawless manner. 
